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1. Introduction 

Recent1y, E. S. Wolk [lJ has introduced the concept of orde1'

compa#ble topo10gy for partially ordered sets (poset), and has proved 

the following tbeorm: 
If P is a poset of finite width, then P possesses a unique order

compatible topo10gy. Fn I thermore, with respect to this topo10gy, P is a 

Hausdorff space. 
1n tbis paper, we shal1 introduce the new simp1e topo10gy forposet 

which we call C-toψology and compare with certain top01gies and with 

order-compatib1e topology (=OCT) on the same poset P. 

Let us introduce, first, the following definition. 

DEFINll'ON. Let M be a subset of P , we shall say that a is C

lim성쩌g point of M if and on1y if there is such a chain C containing 

no a that C is inc1uded in M and ^C=a, or VC=a in P 

And 1et lV1=MVM’ (M’ is the set of al1 C-limiting point o'f M) , 
we call M the cl osκre of M. A1so define a subset M of poset P to be 

closed in the C-topo1ogy if and on1y if M=M, 1et CT denote the C

topo1ogy. 

To this end, 1et us call a subset 5 of P μp-dire(t (down-derect) if 

and ooly if for a l1 x ε 5 , and y ξ 5 , there exists z ε 5 with z늘x， z흐y 

(z들X， Z슬y) [1 J. 
A1so we shall cal1 a subset K of P Dedekind-closed if and on1y if 

whenever 5 is an up direct subset of J{ and y = V 5 , or 5 is a down 

direct of K and y= ̂ S, we have y ε J{. 

We define that two elements x and y are 쩌conψaγ'able if and only 

ü neither x흐y nor x.> y , and we denote x *" y. 
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Let us say a subset D of P diverse if and only if X E D, y ε D and 
%=Þy imply X# y. And define the width of P to be the 1. u. b. of the 

set {k I k is the cardinal number of a diverse subset of P}. 

In ~ 3, We 강lall then prove that in a poset of finite width the 
interval topology and C-topology are equivalent. And we shal1 see, by 
lemma 1, the interval topology, any compatible topology, Dedekind 

topology, order topology and C-topology are a11 equivalent. 
Fina11y, we sha11 give some corollarioo. 

2. Definitions and Notations. 

Let {xcc } be any direct set in a subset X of a poset P. We define 

%(1 order-converges to a to mean a - V {^ xß} = ^ { V xß} in the comp1e-
cc ß승OC cc {3늘d 

tion of P by cuts. As usual, we define a subæt X of a poset to be 

c/osed in the order-topology, denotes OT, if and on1y if 샌a}도X and 
%(1 order-converges to a imp1ies a ε X. 

10 P, we write 

M(x)- {a I x딜a} ， L(x) {a I a를x} for each x ε P. 

The interval topology [2J is t.hat topology generated by taki t:!g a11 of 
the set {M(x) , L(x) I x ξ P} as a subbasis for the c10sed sets. Let us 
denote lT. lt is well-known that the topology lT is weaker than the 

top01ogy OT, and every poset P is Hausdorff space in topology OT. 

If R 1 and R~ are any topo1ogies on P , we define R 1츠Rz to mean that 

every R1-c1osed set is R:-dosed. It is then easy that OT등CT， in 삶ct ， 

let subset of X of P be a closed set in OT. If the point a is a C-limit

ing point of X , then there exists chain C {c씨 inX such that ^ca=a, 
or Vca=a. Assume ^ccc=a, where C(1늘Cß in P if and on1y if C'듣ß in 

a chain directed indices c1ass r , then a - ^ {V c 11 } - V { ̂  r ß} in comple-
a ß같OC a β길g 

tion of P by cuts. 

We define a top010gy DT on P whose closed sets are precisely the 
Dedekind c10sed sebsets of P. Then we see that DT듣CT. 1n fact, 1et 
subset X of P be a closed set in DT, Then X is Dedekint c1osed. If 

the point a is a C -limiting point of X such that ^ C = a (or V C ...., a) for 
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a chain C드X， since chain C is an upper direct set ,. then . a ε x. Simi" 

lar1y, for VC a. By the lemma in [lJ, IT를OCT욕DT. 
Hence, we have the following lemma 

LEMMA 1. IT르OCT들DT들CT αnd IT들OT들CT 
• 

3. The principal theorems 

The author has proved 삼le following theórem [3J 

A necessa1'Y únd sullicient condition 101' an element a 01 a poset 
P to be isolated to sμbset X 씩 IT is that, 101 the element a there 
exist the linite subsets A and B 01 p sμch that 

(i) A-{x I x#a, 01 x>a} , B-{y I y#a, 01 y<a} , 
(ii) (M(X))%aA' (L(Y))YEB a1'e a covering 01 X-a (i. e. , Ur.;on 

01 the colleäion 샤clμdes X-a) 

And we nOW prove the fol1owing 

THEOREM 1. Let P be a poset olli쩌te width, then a necessaγy 
and sμflicimt condition 10γ an ιlemmt a to bz isolatεd to subsεtX 

in CT is that , 101' thz elemmt a thz1'e exist the linite subsets A and 
B 01 P satislying (i) and (ii). 

PROOF 10 γiew 01 the above theorem and lemma, we need only 

to prove the necessary. 

Let 5= {x I x ε X一 a and x> 짜， Let k be width of P. The number 

of all the least elements 1 t ξ 5 of a maximal chain of 5 are k at most, 

letE={l" l:;, .... l .. }. 
Let C be arbitrary maximal chain containing no the least elemnet 

in S if exist. There exists at least one point x ε P-5 with a<x<cfor 
all c ξ C. 1n fact, let us suppose that our requierment is false, then 

^ C = a, i. c. , a is a C -limiting poiot of X which lS contrary. 

Let C t be a maximal chain of 5 containing no the least element in 

5 , and let xt be the point of P-S such that a<xt<c for all cE Cz (i= 
1.2, .... ). If x ,> 짜> X 3> .... and when there e:xjsts the point Cz E C I 
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witb. 'C# 훌 M(X#-l)' then such x t s are at mostk.In fect, since c, 톨 M(x1). 

there exists at, least One Y 1ξ C 1 with C,#ZI for all Zl슬y， in C 1 •. Other

wise, Cg들C for all C ξ C" but c: 듣 C" hence we have contradiction to the 

maximality of C,. Similar1y, for c. 듣 M(x2 ) , we have Y~ ξ C, with CS#Zt 

for all Zs도y" in C:. And since Cs 듣 M(x 1 ) , we have also Y1S ξ C1 with 

C~ #Zl~ for all Z'S를Y'3 in C p If now c，들Y: in C ll and YI3를y ， in C {t 

then {Y,s, c:, CS} is diverse set. If YI <Y1S in C1• then {y" CZ' CS} is 
diverse set. 

If C2) y, in C: , we can see easily that Y. 을 M(x ,) and we have YI2 ε C. 

with Y= #Z12 for all Zl:글Yl: in C 1. And if Yl=르YlsinCu we have {Yl:. 

Y:U Cs} is diverse set. If Y '3 < Y 1: in C l! {y 1st Y= cs} is diverse set. 
Hence fo.!:" any case, we have a diverse set of three elements, if exist 

the th!."ee maximal chains with the above porperties. Therefore, relative 

cornparable Xt S are at rnost k , since if there exist rnOre than k elernents 

Xt , then continuing the above construction leads to a djverse set with 

more than k elernents. 

Let F= {m1 •... ' m샤 be the set of all the rninirnal elernents of relative 

cornparable XtS. Clear1y, F is a finite set, (p~등k). Thus we have 

\J XI르EUFM(x) 극 S. 
Let S' -{y I Y ξ X-a , and Y<따. Dually, we have the fjnite subsets 

G={gl'" '., gn}' H={n 1." ", nq} ofPsuchthat \J 'EGUHL(yì 극 5 ’ And 
let N ' {a , U 1 ••••• , κ} be a maxlrnal diverse set contalning a. It is clear 
that if put A=EVFV(N-a), B=GVH \J (N-a) , then 

(VXEAM~x)) \J( \J y’EBL~y)) 극 X-a. 
Hence the proof is cornplete. 

If P be a poset of finite width, a point a is isolated to a subset M 
of P in CT if and only lf a is also isolated to M in lT. τhat is, a 
point b is à limiting point of M in lT if and only if b is also a limiting 

point of M in CT. 

Thus. by lemma, we have 

THEOREM 2. 11 P is a poset of finite width. then topologies IT. 
any OCT, DT, OT, a r.,d CT are all εqz씨valeκt. 
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In the special case when P. is a lattice, we have conversely the

-following. 

LEMMA 2 Let P be a lattice. 1f toþology 1T aκd toþology CT 

are eqμiνalent， then P has no infir. ite diνefse set. 

In fact, let us suppose that the lemma is false, and let D be an 

infinte diverse set, then D is c1ear1y c10sed set in CT. Hence, by Hypo

these, D is also a c10sed set in 1T. Since P is a lattice, we πay fi[]d the 

finite closed inteπals 1,,12"- - -1n such that D=l ,V 1.V -- -- Vln [4J. 

But there is no such finite c10sed interval in infinite diverse set D. 

We now have the folloing theorem 

THEOREM :3. Le t P be a lattice with least ar: d greatest elιments‘ 

p has 110 inlinite divεrse set if aκd or. ly il toψology 1T aκd topology 
CT aγe equivalent. 

COROLLARY 1. Let P be a poset 01 lir. ite μlidth ， thrm P þossesses 
a unique ordered-compatible tOþo!ogy. Furthεrmoγ , μlith rεspect to 
this topology, P is a Haμsdoγfl space. (This theorem has already been 

solved by E. S. Wolk [1끄. 

In fact, topology OT is Hausdorff, and OT and OCT are equivalent. 

COROLLARY 2. Le t P be a poset 01 fiúte width ar.d let {xcx r 
be a diγect set such that a=^{V x,J=V{^ xß } , then thε?’e exists a 

d ß르d α G응α • 

chain C드 txd1 such that ^C=a, or VC=a. 

COROLLARY 3, Let P be a comψlete lattice with γo injidte diverse 

set , then P is C011ψact Haμsdorll sφace in topologies IT, OCT, DT. 

OT, CT. 
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